
MUG RACE / The Race

Saturday 5/1/2021  


The race starts near the bridge at Palatka.

We check-in with the committee boat 1st.

Andy Forrest Jim Edens

Ol’ Yeller 74 Sailboats entered the race.

On Ed Sims’ boat are

Ross Martin and Art

Twitchell as crew



Andy Forrest

“Show Me” Larry Ferber

Multi Hulls go first…. Jim Edens 

& Bob Cole are Off!

We followed 

at 8:10 am



The wind died for a large part of the day

Up ahead is a

 turned over


catamaran

We stopped to help them get 
righted. Learned that there were 
bees and they overturned on 

purpose …

The bees 

moved from

The top 

of the mast

To the

base of 

the side 

stays

A safety boat

came by to  help

them, so we 

continued slowly 

onward.



Nelson Wright was 
in the race and 


waved a sign of

” lack of wind” 


frustration.

We were somewhat anxious 

about making the 1st bridge 


by the target of 6:30 pm

or be eliminated 


from the race 

Ol’ Yeller was ahead of us at this part of the race

as seen here passing under the bridge before us.

There was an official boat  
there to take our number.



We made the first bridge at 6:20 pm which was 10 
minutes to spare. A great reason to celebrate!

We were still in the Race !

The bridge was behind us and several sailboats, 
now we just wondered if any boat in our class 
would make it to the last bridge by 8:05

By sunset we were now 

in front of Ol’ Yeller ….

Afterglow of sunset…

The final bridge was now in the distant view of 
twilight, after the 8:05. And it would be a while 

still to get there. 



After the end of a long 14 hour journey, the pasta they had saved for late comers was very welcomed !

We arrived at the finishing line well after the 8:05 
pm deadline. Knowing that was going to happen, 

we called the officials so they would be aware. 

The dock master helped us negotiate our 

overnight tie-up in the dark. This required a fair 
amount of jib-nastics as our engine was not 

working and the wind was blowing fairly hard.  We 
were told that the kitchen held some food for us.



